
Constant technology evolution and development  
means Honda generators are more than capable 
of powering an increasingly mobile and electric-
powered world. Using lightweight and compact 
Inverter technology, our high-tech EU generators 
deliver high-power output in a transportable unit. 
With reliable power for heavy-duty and professional 
use, the high quality electric supply is on a par with 
the national grid – essential for the latest and most 
sensitive electronic products.

Our high-tech EU model uses Eco-Throttle™ to give 
low fuel consumption and extended run time. The 
EU range is also designed with acoustic sensitivity 
in mind, with low vibration, reduced engine noise, 
an advanced exhaust muffler system and sound 
insulating casings.

MANOEUVRABLE HIGH-TECH 
GENERATORS

MANOEUVRABLE HIGH-TECH GENERATORS 
POPULAR USES

Home/office back-up

Sensitive professional lighting

Computers

Sensitive industrial equipment

Air conditioning

Hospitality units

Compact, lightweight and ultra-quiet, our handy 
portable range provides super-clean power in 
the remotest of locations. These highly portable 
and fuel efficient generators have acoustically 
insulated casings and also an advanced exhaust 
muffler system, to reduce operational noise to a 
comfortable level. Weight is kept to a minimum 
by using ultra-lightweight materials such as 
magnesium. 

The unique Inverter technology found on our 
EU models produces the high quality output 
required by sensitive electronic equipment, such 
as computers, and reduces the risk of crashes 
or electrical damage. All our EU portable models 
also feature Eco-Throttle™, which automatically 
adjusts the engine speed in line with the load 
being drawn, giving incredible fuel economy. 
Additionally, two of the same EU models can 
be linked together using a parallel cable. This 
doubles the output over a single unit, meaning 
the range of uses can be extended even further.

PORTABLE  
GENERATORS

PORTABLE GENERATORS 
POPULAR USES

Camping

Caravanning

Garden use

Portable power tools

Lighting

Home appliances

Boating

1000W
900W

2.1L

3h54

L 451 × W 242 × H 379

13kg

87dB(A)

Inverter

2000W
1600W

3.6L

4h

L 512 × W 290 × H 425

20.7kg

89dB(A)

Inverter

3000W
2600W

5.9L

7h06

L 622 × W 379 × H 489

35.2kg

92dB(A)

Inverter

Max output
Rated output 

Fuel tank capacity

Operating time at rated

Dimensions (mm)

Dry weight

Sound power level
(2000/14/EC, 2005/88/EC)

Power output

For feature and technology  
symbol glossary see page 10

For full generator model 
specifications see page 17

3000W
2800W

13L

7h06

L 658 × W 482 × H 570

61.2kg

91dB(A)

Inverter

7000W
5500W

19.2L

6.5h

L Handle down: 848 

L Handle up: 1,198 W 700 x H 721

118.1kg

91dB(A)

Inverter

For feature and technology  
symbol glossary see page 10

For full generator model 
specifications see page 19

Max output
Rated output 

Fuel tank capacity

Operating time at rated

Dimensions (mm)

Dry weight

Sound power level
(2000/14/EC, 2005/88/EC)

Power output

Photography shown for model illustration only. 
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